
Nitrous Coffee & Cocktail System

Replaceable Handle

Gas Bulb Cover

Tap Attachment Ring

Keg Spear

Barb For Dip Tube

Tap Movement Adjustment

Frothing Spout With Flow Restrictor

This tap system can be used on any of our vessels 

between 2L and 10L. Note: An adapter needs to be 

used with the wide mouth 2L insulated growler. 

 

1. Open package and lay out all included pieces. 

2. Cut the piece of flexible plastic tubing to slightly 

longer than your keg. 

3, Attach it to the barb on the bottom of the keg spear. 

4. Align tap so it is upright, then tighten the ring on 

the spear to hold it in place. Use the included tool to 

tighten. 

5. Attach the handle to the top of the tap. 

6. Check that the long frothing spout is tightened into 

the tap. 

7. If the tap feels loose you can adjust the tap 

movement adjustment at the base of the tap handle 

to make it firmer.  

We recommend doing a trial using water first to test 

for leaks before filling it with beverage. Note water 

will not produce head like coffee etc. 

You must leave one litre of volume to fill with gas, so a 

4 litre vessel can only be filled with 3 litres of cold 

brew coffee / cocktail mix. 

 

1. Fill keg with cold liquid and screw the assembled 

keg spear into the keg. 

2. Insert one 8g N2O or 2g N2 bulb into the black gas 

bulk cover and tighten until the bulb pierces and gas 

flows into the keg. 

3. Shake the keg briefly to combine the liquid and gas. 

4.You may need to add another bulb depending on the 

keg size and empty space that needs filling. More 

space equals more gas to pressurise it correctly. 

5. Place glass under tap and pull tap all the way 

forward. 

6. To stop flow push the tap all the way back. 

7. You will get a few drips afterwards so a drip tray or 

matt is a good idea. 

8. Once flow slows down you can inject another bulb. 

To Assemble To Use
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